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FOREST FIRE PREVENTION

By L. F. Cook—Asst . Chief Forester

The protection of the national protection against the forest's three
narks from fire is recognized as one major enemies—fire, insects and di-
Df the major responsibilities of the sease.
National Park Service . With the pro- Some observers have been con-
gressive destruction and modifica- cerned about the effects of complete
-on of the virgin forests of the exclusion of fire from areas in the
United States through lumbering, parks . They point out that fire has,
:_re and other causes, the examples in the past, played an important role
Uf these primitive stands conserved in shaping the composition and char-
within the national parks and mon- acter of much of our native wild land
aments becomes of increasing im- vegetation . It will undoubtedly con-
cortance. Intensive protection from tinue to be a major factor in the fore-
: '- r e is essential if the areas entrusted seeable future . Even if all prevent-
:a our care are to be administered able man-caused fires could be ex-
so as to "provide for the enjoyment cluded, lightning fires which are
of the same in such manner and by caused by natural processes will
such means as will leave them un- continue to occur. Complete exclu-
.mpared for the enjoyment of fa are sion of fire in some areas may re-
generations . " Although the vegeta- suit in the development of large ac-
:ion was not the primary reason for cumulations of fuels while the vege-
establishing most parks and monu- tation develops through brush or
-rents, except those areas that con- other successional type to the final
:ain sequoias, or other unusually climax type . It is argued, with sound
large or rare species, the vegetation logic, that occasional fires of small
_s of immeasurable importance to size or low intensity restrict the de-
scenic and inspirational values.

	

velopment of large quantities of fuels
If park forests are to be preserved and undesirable species, and reduce

for the benefit and enjoyment of fu- the threat of completely destructive

:tire generations, it seems obvious fires.
that they must be given adequate

	

Careful study and observation in-
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dicates that any fire, regardless of
its intensity, delays, or may even
prevent, the development or continu-
ance of the much to be desired and
rare climax type. The successional

stages of vegetation are necessary
to condition the soil and ground
cover for the development of climax
types. In the intensively used areas
even small fires may cause dispro-
portionately high damage because
of the importance of individual trees.

However, complete fire exclusion is
still an academic subject because

fire is an actual and eve: - press n1

threat to the vegetation of the park
areas . We are still far from that ha•
py condition where our v^ eiat,
is safe from sudden dostact'on I
fire . Vigilance cannot be re axed.

is the established policy of the Nut
Tonal Park Service that every ma ,
caused fire shall be prevented if on
sible, and every fire that does stc '
shall be reached and extinguished
as quickly as possible, whether mat
caused or lightning, and whether o
iginating in a developed section cu
in a wilderness area.

During the past 15 years Yosemit
National Park has had 228 1 g 'r .tnin
fires and 324 man-caused fires lit

in its boundaries which have barne I
over a total cf 4,200 acres . Compare 1

with other similar areas of rugged
topography, climate and intensive
human use this is a relatively goo a

record, but each one of these fire,
could have been a disaster of major
proportions, and each one was e
threat in itself, regardless of where i
occurred . Lightning fires will always
occur and cannot be prevented . To
guard against such instances, pre
paredness must be directed toward
prompt detection, and rapid, efficient
control to prevent their spread. Posi
five act : on can, however, be taken
to reduce the number of man-caused
fires to a minimum.

For many years the National Park
Service and all other conservation
agencies have conducted intensive

campaigns of public education and
warn rig concerning the losses re-
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'ling from carolessness with fire . to this serious problem.

	

dmonitions, reminders and instruc-

	

A study of the records of past fires,
ns regarding care with fire are especially regarding who was re-
nspicuously posted and orally ex- sponsible, why, and under what cir-

ressed at most places where fires cumstances, indicates that while
ight be started . Facilities are pro- most people are aware of the need

ided for safe building of campfires . for care with fire, there are a great
ost automobiles have receptacles many who either do not actually

or discarding smoking materials . know how to use fire, forget their
ire hazard reduction has been un- training, or do not appreciate the

dertaken where danger seemed possible consequences of a mo-

greatest . Few people are today un- ment's thoughtless act.

aware of the great losses resulting City habits are not quickly aban-
from carelessness with fire, and it is doned in the woods . Many of the
a rare individual who has not re- things that we are accustomed to do-
ceived some instruction in the pre- ing may produce dangerous effects;
vention of forest fires . Fowever, de- for example, a lighted cigarette may
spi te all of these precautions, each be flipped onto the pavement in a
n ear we have about the same num- city with comparative safety, but the
her of man-caused fires . Something same act, even in the developed
seems to be lacking on our approach areas of parks, may cause a serious
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fire.
Investigations of many of the fires

that get away reveal that superficial
attempts were made to put them out.

In other cases fires were left burning
in what may appear to have been a
safe spot. These things indicate that
the fire user was vaguely aware of
the hazard but not sufficiently im-
pressed with the necessity of taking

adequate precautions; perhaps a few

moments of precious 1 ml test vc
ton time were required to make su
the last spark was out ; it might ha,
been inconvenient to safely d spa
of the burning material; or the d,_
appeared innocently fireproof . Eve
the experienced woodsman ma .
take only perfunctory steps td ext
guish his fire inasmuch as he is quit
sure that he, personally, has neve
been responsible for "the fire the
got away . "

Those of us who have observer]
the numbers of cigarettes •throwr
from speeding cars, unextinguished
campfires, and other evidences o;
carelessness with fire, marvel more
at the small number which actually

cause fires than over the fact that the
national parks only have about 20U
man-caused fires each year.

The great majority of people who
visit national parks are aware of the
need for care with fire but must be
continually reminded that they per-
sonally have a responsl'ty to exe r -

cise proper precautons. Fosters an
c_al reminders help to do this . In
c;d^1t'nn and perhaps niorc impor-
tant seems to be the need for furnish-

ing specific instructions regard4nq
just h:w to be careful and what to do
to be sure that every spark is deal
out . Emphasis is needed regarding
good manners in the forest and the
deveic :r n.ent of a forest fire safety
consciousness. Forming the habit of
observing the following simple rucs
is the sign of a good woodsman and
would do much to eliminate the
threat of fire in the parks ;
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1. Break your match iu two be- a few moments, be sure your fire is

re discard ng it .

	

dead out by using water or mineral

2. Use ash receptacles for dis- soil and stirring the coals to exiin-

rding smoking materials, or if guish the last spark.
one are available be sure that it is

	

4• Never burn debris in windy
r

	

weather . Keep the fire small and in aieposited in a fireproof spot. Smoke
only where it is safe and permitted . safe place. Extinguish it completely.

t is desirable io stop while smoking Watch it continuously until you are

n hazardous areas .

	

sure it is dead out.
5 . If you discover a fire, reread it

3. Camp in safe places . Camp at the earliest possible moment to
sites are designated in the parks. any employee.
;uild small campfires away from the Observe the same precautions in
uses of trees, and only after clear- your parks regarding fire that you

ng away the duff down to mineral would in your own home and there

t oil . Before leaving the site, even for will be far fewer fires.

Illustrations used in the fare : ring c

	

]o bI courtosy of American Forests P qs :i, :
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FOOD HABITS OF YOSEMITE MAMMALS
AS INDICATED BY THEIR TEETH

By Lt . fig) Richard G. Miller

PART I V

Even-toed Hoofed Mammals (Artiodactylla

The deer differ greatly from other
Yosemite mammals . In the mouth
they are as peculiar as are some of
the other grass and leaf eaters . They
have no front teeth in the upper jaw
and no canine teeth at all . But they

do well with the eight front teeth that
they do have, using them to grip
vegetation against toothless upper
"plate" and lips, and then with a

jerk of the head wrenching the
mouthful loose from the plant . This

greenery goes into the back part of
the mouth where it is ground be-
tween large, broad-crowned molars
by a circular motion of the lower
jaw. The food goes from here to the
rumen, a compartment of the sto-
mach which is set aside as a storage
room, and there remains in a semi-
masticated condition until the deer is
through foraging and has time to

During the heat of the day m(
Yosemite deer retire to the shelter

the forest, and during this period
rest they call forth the stored food
cud at a time, chew upon it son
more and swallow it again . Th
time the food bypasses the rum(
and goes to : the business part of ti
stomach for digestion.

Although they eat grass and oth
perennials and annuals as well
shrubs, deer do not graze systema
cally as do sheep . Instead, when ec
ing ground cover or foliage of shrul
and trees, they browse, taking a b
here and a bit there, covering a
area selectively and leaving n
noticeable denudation at one pas '
ing . Such feeding allows for frequer ,
return over the same ground. It e:
plains how deer may be seen nigh
after night foraging over the sam
vegetation, as they did on or.

"lawn" shrubbery at the Crane Flo
Ranger Station. However, in the Ion

run, an overabundance of deer wii
affect the character and abundan.c(
of vegetation . This is shown in a fee
test plots on the floor of Yosemite
Valley which are protected from
deer. In many cases foliage of its ,
sarn.e plants within the fenced in
closures is found to be very prolific.
and only moderately abundant im
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ediutely outside whore deer had
rowsed.

Deer feed on manzanita, deer-
rush, grasses, acorns, staghorn

lchens and many other plants.
The only other hoofed herbivore

which was originally native to the
Yosemite region is now gone . It was
the Sierra Nevada mountain sheep

(Ovis canadensis sierrae) . Excessive

kill by early hunters and miners
seeking food and sport has left only
a small band of these great Sierra
mountaineers. This band ranges the
peaks of the Inyo National Forest,
some distance south of Yosemite,
under watchful protection of the U .S.
Forest Service.

The mountain sheep, like the deer,

has no canines, or upper incisors.
Though it browses to some extent,
the greater part of its food comes
from grasses, wildflowers, and other
tender plants of the high meadows
c:nd peaks.

In this connection it is of interest
to call attention again to the very in-
teresting discovery of a mummified
mountain sheep found October 4,
1933 on the Lyell Glacier by C . A.

Harwell and M. E. Beatty who were

at that time respectively, Park Nat-
uralist and Assistant Park Naturalist
of Yosemite National Park . This inter-
esting find was made during the an-
nual survey of the Lyell Glacier.

That it is a noteworthy event is in-
dicated by the fact that mountain
sheep had been extinct in the Yosem-
ite area for at least 50 years . Natural-

ly, it generated considerable scien-
tific interest . Investigations that were
made indicated that the animal had
been killed by a fall into the open
bergschrund (large crevasse near the
head of the glacier) from the head-
wall of the glacier on the north face
of the mountain, and had been en-
tombed in the ice for a period of from
50 to 250 years. The specimen is now
displayed in the Yosemite Museum.
Yosemite Nature Notes for December
1933 and March 1938 give more com-
plete data on this subject.

Hares, Rabbits and Pikas (Lagomorpha)

The little Yosemite pika or cony, dent, is actually more closely rela-
though is seems to resemble a ro- ted to the hares and rabbits . This re-
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lationship is somewhat apparent in
the short compact body, hunched
posture, large rounded ears, and ab-
sence of a visible tail, but the true re-
lationship can be traced best in the

presence of the typical rabbit-like

teeth. Rabbits, hares and pikas are
grouped together because they po-
sess a second and smaller pair of in-
cisor teeth located just behind the
large front pair (see illustration).
These are not noticed in the outward
appearance of the animals, and so
we seldom think of them as creatures

distinct from the rodent group.
The food and habits of conys are

somewhat rodent-like . Vegetation is
harvested with the front, or cutting,
teeth, and stored into hay piles for
future consumption. When feeding,
the cony grinds the plant material
between his back teeth, the molars.
No flesh-cutting teeth are present,
and little or no meat enters into the
diet of the cony.

Travellers on the high crests
above 7,500 feet sometimes come up-
on the piles of curing hay, which re-

present the results of the cony's

summer occupation and winter food

supply. Usually made in a crevice
or under a rock, such a hay pile may
contain as much as three bushels of
material . A few stacks analyzed
were found to contain Spiraea, Mon-
ardella, Bryanthus, Phlox, Senecio,
Eriophylum, grasses, moss, willow

tips, Phacelia heads, Carex, lupine,
and Carum . It would seem that a
large portion of the vegetation avail-
able is acceptable to the cony, and
he does not have to be very selective
in foraging. This is good, for the
twelve and thirteen thousand foot
peaks which he inhabits are covered
with snow most of the year and af-
ford only six to eight weeks in which

to put up a supply large enough to
last through the other ten months.
Quantity, rather than quality, of ne-
cessity, is his standard.

Another lagomorph, the Sierra Ne-
vada white-tailed jack rabbit, com-
monly known as the snowshoe rab-

bit, is sometimes seen in the high
country. It lives on the foliage, twigs
and bark of shrubs and other plants.
With heavily furred feet, serving as
snow shoes, it is equipped to forage
abroad over the snow better than a
cony and does not need to store hay.

No other clone relative of the cony
is present within Yosemite National
Park boundaries, but the black-
tailed jack rabbit and Mariposa
brush rabbit and two species of cot-
tontail rabbits occur in the foothills
less than 50 miles away .
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